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Time Frame:

One 50-minute class period 

Materials Needed:

• Advertisements for home sales found in newspapers from the target   
culture (Mexican and French examples provided)

• Handouts with questions for the scanning activity (provided in Spanish  
and French)

• Advertisements for home sales found in U.S. newspapers

Description of Task:

Pre-reading:

The teacher will introduce the task by asking students to discuss what 
they know about the process of buying a home in the U.S.  They will then 
predict the type of information and home-related vocabulary that they 
might find in advertisements for houses for sale in the target culture.  The 
teacher will ask a student to write a list of the vocabulary generated on the 
overhead or blackboard.

Reading:

Each student, or pairs of students, will be given some advertisements 
to scan.  Students are to imagine that they just won the lottery and are 
interested in purchasing a house in the target culture.  They are also 
provided with questions or statements about the homes and need to 
match the number of the ad with the corresponding statement or question 
provided on the handout.

House Hunt
THEME:    Basic  NEED s  (sHElTEr)

laNGUaGE:     aN y

sTaNDarD(s) :    co MMUNicaTioN   cUlTUrEs     coNNEcTioNs     coMparisoNs

          1 . 2  1 . 3          2 . 2                  3 . 2      4 . 2

Level: 
Intermediate-Low

Purpose:
To scan advertisements for spe-

cific information

Communicative 
Function(s):  
Referential:  Scanning for 

information, comparing and 

contrasting

Language Structure(s):
Present tense; future tense

Cultural Aspects:
Comparing homes in the U.S. 

and the target culture.

Modalities:
Reading 

Writing
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NOTES
Post-reading:

After completing the scanning exercise, students need to decide on and 
write an ad describing their “ideal” home.

Students compare and contrast the ads from the target culture with ads 
from a U.S. newspaper.  They should attend not only to obvious differences 
(e.g., measurements provided in metric system, presentation of addresses, 
phone numbers, etc.) but also to more subtle differences and similarities in 
terms how the ads are written to appeal to the consumer.  How do the ads 
reflect underlying values (e.g., space, privacy)?  Are there specific features 
that all people in the U.S. tend to value, or are individual preferences more 
prevalent?  (Elicit examples from students.)  What might this discussion 
suggest about homes in the target culture?  To what degree did the ads 
they wrote reflect the nuances of target culture descriptions?  In what ways 
are their ads influenced by U.S. descriptions?  How do their ads reflect 
individual preferences vs. specific values that are often associated with the 
U.S.?  The direction of the discussion will necessarily depend on the make-
up of the class.

assessment:

The reading assessment is embedded in the task itself.  If students are able 
to locate the ad that corresponds to the statement or question provided on 
the handout, they have completed the task successfully.

The written ads can be evaluated on the degree to which they conform to 
ads in the target culture, with appropriate vocabulary, abbreviations, and 
other information (e.g. metric measurements, presentation of address, phone 
number, etc.).  A checklist or rubric may be used.

Extensions:

Suggestions for adapting the task for various levels:

For beginning levels:   All discussions and the statements/questions for the 
scanning activity can occur in English.  Students can write ads in pairs.

For advanced levels:   Students can write the statements/questions for 
corresponding ads and exchange with other students for the scanning 
activity.  
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Other extensions:

• Students can be asked to look for a home or apartment for a particular 
type of person or family (a single student who needs an apt. while at 
the local university; a large, wealthy family who needs room for servants 
quarters; a family who wants to rent a home or apt.; a family who loves 
the outdoors, etc.) based on assigned descriptions.  

•  The same type of scanning activity can be used with any number of 
advertisements (e.g., roommates—sample roommate ads are provided in 
French, German, and Spanish; vacation spots; personals; etc.).

•  Students can write about the home in which they are currently living 
to advertise it for an international home exchange program (i.e., one in 
which families exchange homes for the summer).

Cultural  extensions:

Different types of homes found in different areas (urban, suburban, rural) 
can be compared and contrasted.  What are the similarities and differences 
between the target culture and U.S. with respect to homes in different areas?

references and resources:

The French ads were adapted from ads found in:

Paris-Match (21 décembre, 1995, M 2533-2430)

The Spanish ads were adapted from ads found in pages of a Mexican 
newspaper.
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reflections:
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Sample Roommate Ads

(for Extension to “House Hunt” Task)

French (Paris):

Cherche:  Une personne pour partager un studio, Vie arrondissement; pres du Métro Odéon; 
3.000 F à partager, tout compris; Non-fumeur; étudiant(e) sérieux(se); 36.45.91.73 après 20h00

German (Tübingen)

Suche: Mitbewohner, Student, Nichtraucher für Zimmer mit Bad in Tübingen, ab dem 11.07., 
Telefonanschluß, Fahrradkeller, fünf Minuten zur Innenstadt, direkt neben der U-Bahn, 800 DM 
pro Monat, kalt, abends erreichbar, Tel: 36-18-10

Spanish (Madrid):

Se busca: Compañera, que no fume, sin animales domésticos, buena estudiante. Piso cerca del 
metro.  Alquiler 42.500 pts. al mes. Todo los gastos incluidos.  Llame: (91) 897.09.85
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